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In the present paper the following question is treated: Given two arbitrary set 
functions on an arbitrary set system, when can one find a precharge that lies in 
between? A number of necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such 
a precharge is derived, and it is shown how these conditions can be simplified in 
special cases. ‘b 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
1. DEFINITIONS 
Throughout, Q is a nonvoid set. 9 E 2O with 0 ~9’ is called a set 
system. For a set system 9, X’(~)={XEQ:X~P,U ... UP, for some 
P 1, . . . . P, E CY’> is the hereditary ring generated by 9’. If A E Q, the indicator 
functionl.:D~iWisdefinedbyl,(o)=lifoEAandl,(w)=Oifo~A. 
For a set A E Q, A’ denotes the set-theoretic complement of A. 
We write Iw+=[O,co), [w*:=[wu{oo}, R:=[wu{--co,co}, N= 
{ 1, 2, 3, . ..}. N,= N u (O}, and Q for the set of rational numbers. A 
function p: 9 + [w*, where 9 is a set system, is called a set function iff 
~(0) = 0. For a set function p, dom p = {A E 9: p(A) < GO > denotes the 
effective domain of p. 
A set function p: 2R + [w* is called a charge iff p(A, u AZ) = 
p(Al) + ,u(AZ) for any two disjoint sets A,, A, G 52. A precharge ,u: 9 -+ Iw* 
is a set function p on a set system 9 that can be extended to a charge 
p: 2* + iw* (such that ,iI9=~). 
For convenience, we write p < v for two set functions p, v: 9 -+ iR* iff 
,u(A)<v(A) for all AEY, and p.=v iff CT=, l.,=Cy!r l,, (n,mEN, A,, 
Bjgg) implies Ey=, p(Ai)<C,y!, v(B,). Using this notation, we have the 
following 
Remark 1. Let ,u: 2O + [w* be a set function. Then /J is a charge if and 
only if p-=p. 
Proqfi See [6, Remark 11. 
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From now on, let :Y be a set system and let y, /I: :Y + R* be set func- 
tions. Let ?S denote the semigroup 
C!= 
i 
~=,f, lA,:Ait.X(dom/J)]. 
and Z$ the subsemigroup of 3 
gO= s= i l,!:AiE%‘(dom/?)nP 
,=I 
~3, is the group generated by y,: 
A function cp: G -+ R* on an abelian semigroup (G, + ) with neutral 
element 0 is called (sub-, super-) additive iff q(O) = 0 and cp(s + t)( <, 3 ) = 
q(s) + q(t) for all s, t E G. 
v”= s= i ail,, - f  b,l,:n,mEN, 
,=I j= I 
a;,‘,E’+,Ai,BiE~(dom/3) 
I 
is the vector subspace of R” generated by the functions 1 A E 3. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We define two functions p*: 2& -+ R, q*: go + R* by 
p*(s)=inf i /?(Ai):s= i l,,,A,~~(dom/I)n~ 
1 ,=I ,=I 
and 
q*(s)=sup i y(Ai):s= i 1.,,Ai~X(domj3)nP 
1 1 
, 
i=l i=l 
and a function $: Y’ -+ R by 
$(s)=inf f a,b(A,)- i b,y(B,):s= 2 a,l,,- i bklBk, 
i i= I k=l /=I k=l 
n, m E N a,, bk E R + , A,Edom/I, B,EX(domj)nP 
where inf 0 = co. 
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In Remarks 2 and 3, we state some properties of the functions q*, p*, 
and Ic/. 
Remark 2. (i) q* is a superadditive function on &. 
(ii) If p*(s) > --co for all SE C!$, then p* is a subadditive function. 
(iii) If It/(s) > --cc for all s E “Y, then $ is a hypolinear functional, 
i.e., $ is subadditive and $(,?s) = Q( ) f s or all A E Iw + (where 0 co = 0). 
ProoJ (ii) Assume that p*(s) > --CC for all s E CC&. 
If p*(s) = CC or p*(t) = co, then p*(s + t) d p*(s) + p*(t) is trivial. So we 
may assume that p*(s) < co and p*(t) < co. Given E >O, we can then 
find Ai, B,EX(domp)nP such that s=C’=, l,,, t=cy=, l,,, and 
C:=, B(A;) < p*(s) + (a/2), CT=, p(B,) <p*(t) + (42). By the definition of 
P*, we have p*(s + t) < C:=, j(Ai) + xy=, P(B,) < p*(s) + p*(r) + E, and 
the subadditivity of p* follows. 
(iii) The subadditivity of $ is proved in the same way, if we assume 
that t,+(s) > -cxz for all SE V. By the definition of II/ it is clear that 
+(J.s)= n+(s) for ;I >O. Of course, ci/(O)<O. Since $(jb-O)=J.cC/(0) for all 
3. >O, $(O) < 0 would imply $(O) = -cc which would contradict our 
assumption. 
(i) is similar to (ii). 
Remark 3. Let 9 be a set system and let y, fl: 9 + lR* be set functions. 
Then y .= p holds if and only if q* 6 p*. 
Proof: Assume that y .= fl holds and let SE 9j0 be given. If we had 
q*(s)> p*(s), then (by the definition of p* and q*) we could find 
Ai, Bj E X(dom j) n 9 such that C:=, 1 ,+ = s = z,Y= i 1 B, and C:= 1 ?(A ;) > 
x.,“=, /J’(B,). But this would contradict our assumption. 
On the other hand, assume that q* 6 p* holds and let C;=, l,,= 
xJ’=, lg with Ai, Bj E 9. We must show that xy=, ?(A,) d x,“=, /?(B,), so 
we may assume that B(B,) < co forj= 1, . . . . m. Then we have A, E X(dom B) 
for i = 1, . . . . n, and for s = C:=, 1 A, E ‘?& we get Cy=, ?(A,) < q*(s) < p*(s) < 
CJ’= 1 fl(Bj). 
In the proof of our main theorem, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let 9 he a set system, p: 9 + [w a real-valued set function, 
and VO= {C:=, a,l,,: n E N, a,E Iw, A, E 9”) the vector subspace of RR 
generated b-v the functions 1,) A E 9. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
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(II) There is n lineur,ftinctional T: $0 + R such that T( I ,y) = p(X) jbr 
a/l XE 9. 
Proqf (II)*(I): If C:‘=, lA,=~~=, 1, with A,, B,E:, then 
T(,i, I,,)= ‘(F, ,I) 
= f TU,,)= i p(~,). 
I=1 /==I 
(I)*(H): For s=C;=,~~I.,EV”, we set T(s)=Cn=, a,,u(Ai). 
Obviously, T is linear. We must show that T is unambiguously defined; i.e., 
we must show that C;= 1 a, 1 A, = 0 implies x1=, a,p(Ai) = 0. 
It was shown in [2, Proposition 3.1.31 that this implication follows from 
(I) if the numbers a, are rational. 
For the general case, we introduce some more notation. We assume that 
the equation Cr= I ai 1 A, = 0 holds with sic R, A;E 9. By UE R” we denote 
the vector having a,, . . . . a, as coordinates. 
Let Q r, . . . . q2” be an enumeration of all n-tuples q E (0, 1)“. For such an 
ylr = (Vjl 3 ...? q,,JT, we define A71 := fly=, A?, where Af =A, and Ay=A;.. 
WesetS,=l ifA’Q#ifand6i=OifAV~=@. 
Using this notation, we claim that for an arbitrary h = (h, , . . . . b,)T E R” 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) 
(2) 
i h,l.,(o)=O forall COEA”J 
/=l 
d,r$h = 0. 
In case that A?J is empty, (1) and (2) trivially hold since 6, = 0. Otherwise, 
we find that for an arbitrary o E Aq’ the equation 
k bilA,(w)= 1 bi= C b,=q;b 
,=I I:oJE A, I: q,, = I 
holds and the equivalence of (1) and (2) follows. 
Because CT= 1 bj 1 A, is constant on each Aq’, we conclude that 
C;= 1 b;l A, = 0 if and only if Ah = 0, where A is the 2” x n-matrix defined by 
A= 
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If we set L = (p(A I), . . . . P(A,,))~ E R”, we have LTb = Cr=, biu(Ai). We have 
noted above that for b E Q” the implication 
(3) Ab=O+LTb=O 
holds. 
Using the Gauss algorithm, we find a basis r,, . . . . rP of ker A = 
{x E R”: Ax = 0}, where p = dim ker A and where Y;E Q” for 1 < i 6 p (note 
that A is integer-valued). Since we assumed Au = 0, we have a = Cp= I viri 
for some v, E R. For i= 1, . . . . p, let (qjk)ks N be a sequence of rational 
numbers such that lim,, ;. qik = v,, and let bk E Q” be the vector 
bk = C,“=, qikri. Because the 6, have rational coordinates, (3) now yields 
LTa = LT(lim, _ cc bk) = lim, _ 3. LTb, = 0. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
There will be several occasions to use the following “sandwich theorem 
for semigroups.” 
THEOREM 1 [4]. Let G be an abelian semigroup with neutral element 0, 
let q: G + R* be a superadditive function, and p: G + KY* be a subadditive 
function such that q 6 p holds. Then there exists an additive function 
cp: G-+R* such that q<q<p holds. 
Proof See [4, 1.1.21, the preorder on G being equality. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 2. Let 9 be a set system and y, p: 9 + R* be set functions. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) There exists a charge u: 2n + KY* such that y Q u 19 < fi. 
(II) There exists a linear functional T: V + R such that 
T( 1,) <l?(X) for all XE dom /? and T( 1,) 2 y(X) for all XE X(dom fl) n 9’. 
(III) There exists a linear functional T V + [w such that T< tj. 
(IV) In Y, there is a convex absorbing set W such that 
s=C,“=,ajl, -Ci=,bklBk, n,mEN, aj,b,ER+, A,Edomj, B,E 
.#(dom j)nb, and SE W imply cJm=, u~~?(A~)-C;=~ b,y(B,)d -1. 
(V) There is a real-valued additive function cp: $, + R such that 
q*<‘p<p*. 
(VI) There is a superadditive function q: 9, + R* such that 
q*<q19ob6p*. 
(VII) There is a superadditive function 4: Y -+ R* such that 
q*<ql$bp*. 
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Proc$ (I)=> (VII): Define rj: Y + Iw* by q(s)=C:‘=_, p(A,) if .s = 
c:‘= I I,,> A, E Z(dom fi). Because of Remark 1, S is well-defined. 
Obviously, 4 is additive. Ifs E q, and s = C:‘,, 1 ,,I, with A, E X (dom B) n 9, 
(I) implies C:‘=, ?(A;) < C:‘=:, p(Ai) = q(s) d x:‘=, B(A,). By taking the 
supremum on the left side and the inlimum on the right side (over all II E N, 
A,, . . . . A,, E P(dom /3) n 9 such that s = C:‘=, 1 J, we get (VII). 
(VII) j (V): Let p: 93 -+ 5X* be defined by 
P(s) = 
P*(s) if SE?& 
cc: otherwise. 
We note that p*(s) > -a for s E $, because p*(s) 3 q*(s). 
We show that p is subadditive. If p(s) = cc or p(t) = co, j?(s + t) d 
p(s) + p(t) is trivial. So we may assume that p(s) < cc and p(t) < co. Then 
s E ?JO and TV 9&, thus s + TV 9&, and the subadditivity of p follows from 
Remark 2. 
Since g < p, we can apply Theorem 1 and obtain an additive function 
Cp: $9 + [w* such that 4 6 (p 6 p. Let cp: 53” -+ aB* be the restriction of (p to 9&. 
For s E 9J0, we have 
q*(s) < 4(s) < @j(s) = V(J) d P(s) = P*(s). 
For A E %‘(dom B), we have A c B, u . u B, for some B, , . . . . B, E dom p, 
and we can find some C,, . . . . Ck E X(dom fi) such that 1, + Cf= l l(,, = 
C’=, 1,. Since @ is additive, 
thus (p( lA) < cc for all A E #‘(dam p), and the additivity of (p implies 
Q(s) < co for all s E 9. We conclude that cp = @J /& has the required proper- 
ties. 
(V)*(VI): Define 4: %‘r --f [w* b y q(s-t)=cp(s)-q(t) for s, TV%. 
Since cp is additive, 4 is unambiguously defined and additive on 9,. 
Moreover, q*(s) < q(s) = q(s) < p*(s) holds for s E 3,. 
(VI) G- (V): Define p: 59, -+ lR* by 
if s-tG?& 
otherwise. 
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Then we have 4 < p for the superadditive function 4 and the subadditive 
function p. By Theorem 1, we can find an additive function 4: 9i -+ R* such 
that 4 <(p < p. Since every additive function on a group is real-valued 
(note that q(x) + @(-x) = Q(O) = 0 for all x E %r), the restriction of @ to g0 
is a real-valued additive function cp. 
(V) *(II): Let 
s= i Q,l,$ 
m 
vo= - c bjlB,:IZ,mE~,a,,bjEIW+, 
i=l j= 1 
Ai, B, E X(dom fl) n 9 
be the vector subspace of Y generated by the functions 1 A E %. If we define 
~1: %‘(dom j3) n 9 -+ R by p(X) = cp( l,), we have p .= p because cp is 
additive. Lemma 1 now shows the existence of a linear functional 
To : Y0 + R such that T,-,( 1 X) = p(X). Let T: Y + R be any linear functional 
extending T,, i.e., TI Y0 = r,. For XEdomj3, we have 1,~%4bcY~ 
and therefore T(l.)= T,(1,)=~(X)=q(lX)<p*(lX)</3(X). For XE 
%‘(dom fl) n 9, we have also 1,~ $, c YO, and we conclude T(1,) = 
T,(l.)=cp(l,)~q*(l,)by(X). 
(II) 3 (IV): We apply Theorem 1 of [7], setting 
E=V, hf= {O), 
v=T,u:M+R with u(0) = 0, 
F={l,.,,:X~domj), G= {l,:X~~(dom~)n~}, 
f(lX)=P(X) for ~,EF and g(l,)=y(X)for l,eG. 
Thenf and g are real-valued functions on F and on G, respectively. Because 
of (II), part (a) of the cited theorem is fulfilled. Part (c) then yields a 
convex set W’ absorbing A4 + P - P (where P = K(G) - K(F) and K(H) 
denotes the cone generated by HE Y), and such that 
YE W’n(M+P-P), 
X , > . . . . x, E F, Y,, . . . . Y, E G, 
PI > . . . . pm, 01, ..., g?lER+ 
and 
j= I 
OkYk-YEM 
k=l 
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imply 
Note that M+ P - P= ‘I; (9’; defined as in “(V) + (II)“). If 9’; is a com- 
plement to “I: (i.e., $i @ v; = 9 ‘), then W = ( W’ n ( - W’) n 9,) + Y ; is 
convex and absorbs Y. Moreover, if s=~:,=, a,lAi-C;=, h,l,, with 
m,nEN, ai,b,eR+, A, E dom p, B, E X(dom 8) n 9, and s E W, then we 
can set J’ = --s and get 
YE WnY&l’;, WInYi= W’n(M+P-P). 
If we set 
we have 
Pj' aj, flk=bk, 
x,= IA,, Yk= l,: 
thus 
-t p,xj+ i r7kyk-JJ=OEM, 
/=I k=l 
u(“)=ob -,f Pi.flx,)+ i a!fg(.Yk)-l, 
,=I k=l 
i.e., 
5 ajfl(Aj)- i bky(Bk)3 -1. 
j= 1 k=l 
(IV) + (III): For any SE “Y-, there is LE 174, such that ASE W since W 
is absorbing. If s E Y is arbitrarily chosen and 1,s E W for some II E [w + , 
A> 0, then $(s) = $(( l/A) As) = (l/A) tp(As) b (l/1*)( - 1) > --03. (Note that 
(IV) implies Il/(w)a -1 for all WE W.) 
By Remark 2, $ is a hypolinear functional on Y which is bounded below 
on W by - 1; i.e., condition (5) of Theorem 1.8 in [l] is fulfilled. (We set 
E = P = Y, p = $, and endow E with the finest locally convex topology.) 
Condition (1) of this theorem implies the existence of a linear functional 
T: -Y- -+ R such that T,<t+b. 
(III) = (I): We define p: 2R + [w* by 
if XE Z(dom /I) 
otherwise. 
We prove that ~1 is charge. 
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Because of Remark 1, we must show that Cr=, l(Ai) f c,“= i p(B,) if 
C;= i 1 A, = cj”= i 1 s,. If p(Bj) = a3 for some j, this is trivial. So we may 
assume p(ej) < co forj= 1, . . . . m, which means that we have Bje x(dom fl) 
for all j = 1, . . . . m, and therefore we also have Ai E %(dom 8) for i = 1, . . . . n. 
From the additivity of T, ,u .= p, 
i$, Pl(Ai)= i T(l.,)= T( i ‘A,)= T( i lB,> 
i= 1 i= I .j= 1 
=ic, TUB,)= f AB,). 
/=I 
follows. It remains to be shown that y <P 19 < /?. For XE S\%(dom fi), 
y(X)dp(X)<j(X) is trivial because of ,u(X)=~(X)= co. For XE 
x(domB)nY, we have -y(X)Zrl/(-lX)aT(-lx)= -T(l,)= -p(X). 
If p(X) = co, p(X) d B(X) is trivial, and if XE dom fl, p(X) = T(1,) < 
$( 1 x) f p(X), which finishes the proof. 
Remark 4. Suppose the equivalent conditions (I), . . . . (VII) of 
Theorem 2 hold. Then the following statements are true: 
(4 Y.=P 
(b) x(dom 1) n 9 G dom y. 
Proof (a) From (V), (VI), or (VII), we know that q* <p*, so (a) 
follows from remark 3. 
(b) For XEx(domfl)nP, y(X)<T(l.)<cc by (II), so XEdomy. 
The necessity of conditions (a), (b) was mentioned by Kindler (ques- 
tion 1 in [6]). However, the following example shows that, in general, 
these conditions are not sufficient. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let Q=N,, ~={~}u9’,u9~, where 9i=({l,...,n}: 
n E N 1 and 9” = ((0, 1, . . . . n}: n E N}, and let y, fi: 9 + lR* be defined by 
Y&3) = 0, Y({L...,+=K Y( (0, . ..> n 1) = 0 
P(lzr)=O, B( { 1, ...> fi},= co, fl( { 0, . ..) n } ) = 0. 
Then the following statements hold: 
(a) y.=fi. 
(b) %(dom fl) n 9 c dom y. 
(c) B is a lattice; i.e., 9 contains the union and the intersection of 
every two sets of 9. 
(d) q* is real-valued. 
(e) The conditions (I), . . . . (VII) of Theorem 2 do not hold. 
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Pro@: (b) is trivial, for ;’ is real-valued. 
(a) Let IX:‘_, 1.4,=Cy11 I,, A,, B/E ,Y. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that Ai # /zr for all i = 1, ,.., n as well as B, # 12, and 
jI(Bi) < cc for all j = 1, . . . . m. Thus we have B, = (0, . . . . nz,} with ylz, E N for 
all j = 1, . . . . m, and therefore 
VI 
(4) m= C l,,(O)= i lA,(0). 
,= 1 ,=I 
But we have also 
(5) m= f 1,,(l)= i lA,(l)=n. 
,= I i= 1 
From (4) and (5) we deduce that each set A, is of the type Ai= (0, .,., ?zi} 
for some H(E N, thus C:= r ?(A,) = 0 = Cr=, /?(B,). 
(c) We must show that Sv TE P and Sn TEE for S, TEY. This is 
easily done by distinguishing the three cases S, TE 9,) S, TE L?~, and 
SET?,, TEE’. 
(d) Assume that s = Cf=, 1 A, + C:=, l,( where Ai = ( 1, . . . . n,}, 
B, = (0, . . . . ml} for positive integers n, 6 . . < nk and m, < .. <m,. Since 
I.,+ b,= l{o)“A,+ b,(O)? it is no loss of generality to assume m,< n, 
Then, obviously, we have q*(s) = n1 + . + nk. 
(e) Suppose there is a charge ,u: 2* -+ R* such that y <p 19 <B. 
Then we have 
(6) O=y({O, . . . . n})=B({O, . . ..n})=p({O. . . ..n}) 
=A{Oj)+cl({l, . . ..n)). 
thus p( (0)) = -p( (1, . . . . n}) f or all nEN. But since n=y({l,...,n})G 
~((1, . . . . n}), it follows that p({O})= -p({ 1, . . . . n})< -n for all nE N, 
which means p( (0)) = - cc, a contradiction to (6). 
Although, as our example has shown, in the general case conditions (a) 
and (b) are not sufficient for (I), . . . . (VII) of Theorem 2, the situation is 
different if we impose certain additional restrictions on 9’ or on /?. In 
Theorem 3, the case of a finite set system 9 is treated. Other examples may 
be found in Section 4, Applications. 
THEOREM 3. Let 9’ be a finite set system and let y, B: 9 + R* be set 
functions. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) There is a charge p: 2R + R* such that y < p) 9 d /?. 
(II) y .= p and X(dom p) n P G dom y. 
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Proof (I) 3 (II) is Remark 4. 
(II) C- (I): Let %(dom fl) n 9 = (P, , . . . . P,*}. We may assume that, for 
some q E (0, . . . . n}, we have p(P,) < GO for 1 6 i 6 q and fl(P,) = co for 
q < id n. As in the proof of Lemma 1, we consider all sets of the type 
pql .= p:” n . . , n PX, where vi= (q,,, . . . . v,,~)~E (0, 1)” (1 <j<2”). It is no 
loss of generality to assume that there is an m < 2” such that Ps’ # 0 for 
j< m and PQ = 0 for j> m. For j < m, let o, be an arbitrarily chosen 
element of P”. 
Now let s E V be given such that e(s) < co. We claim that $(s) > -co. 
Since $(s) < co, there are ckr d, E R + such that s=C;=, cklP,- 
C; = , dk 1 Pk. We define the following vectors and matrices: 
tEw++“, t,= ck 1 
if k<q 
4-q if q+l<k<q+n, 
bEWin, b,= B(Pk) 
if kbq 
-Y(P,-,) if q+l<kdq+n, 
UEEV, a, = s(wj) with oj E P”J, as defined above, 
AEl% a, = ‘f,((%) 
if kbq 
mx(4+“)> Jk 
-‘PI&,) if q+lQk$q+n. 
As in the proof of Lemma 1, we see that for XE [Wq+tn the following 
statements are equivalent: 
4+n 
ci) i xkb- c xklPk..q=s 
k=l k=q+l 
4 4+n 
@) c xklPk(oj)- 1 xklfkmq(mi)=s(wj) forallj= l,...,m 
k=l k=y+l 
(iii) Ax = u. 
Using this notation, we have e(s) = inf(bTx: XE lRq+f”, Ax = u). As for 
kerA= (~~58~~“: Ax = 0), we distinguish two cases: If ker A = {0}, the 
equation Ax = u has only one solution x = t, and t,+(s) = b’t > --a. 
Otherwise, we choose a basis u’, . . . . u’ of ker A(u’, . . . . u’ E iRq+n), and we 
set V= (u’, . . . . u’) for the (q + n) x r-matrix V having u’, .,., ur as columns. 
For a vector 1= (A,, . . . . 2,)‘~ OX’ with V,? >O we set x = V;1. = C;=, E,,u’ 
and have Ax=C;=, A,Au’=O, i.e., CII-=,X~~~,,=C;I-+~~+,X~~~~-~. Now 
y .=p implies Cz= i xkp(Pk)> C;r.Lz+ I +Y(Pk--y), i.e., bTx= bTV2 2 0. 
The proof for this is similar to the proof of Lemma 1. 
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Our argument shows that for n E [w’, 
pi>0 for i= 1, . . . . y+n 
(where ej= (S,,):= ,..... y+,l denotes the ith unit vector (0, . . . . 1, . . . . O)T E W + ‘I) 
implies 
h’Vi30. 
So the lemma of Farkas [4, 1.5.71 gives the existence of nonnegative real 
numbers tl,, . . . . CI,,, E [w, such that bTV=CYf; a,eJV. 
Considering an x E K?,;+” with Ax= U, we can write x= t + y with a 
vector y E ker A (because At = u). x > 0 implies y 3 -t, when inequalities 
between vectors are meant to hold coordinatewise. 
Since y E ker A, )’ = VA for a (uniquely determined) i E [w’. Now we get 
y + II y + n 
bTX=bTt+bTVA=bTt+ c x,eTV%=bTt+ 1 cr,e:y 
i= I !=I 
q + PI 
>bTt+ c ajeT( --cc. 
i= I 
The last sum is independent of x; thus we obtain 
y + II 
$(s) = inf{ bTx: x E R + q+?’ Ax=u}>bTt- c a,?;> --co. , 
I= I 
By Remark 2, it follows that II/ is a hypolinear functional. If fl denotes the 
subspace of Y generated by the functions I,, SE 9, then $ is Iinite- 
dimensional because 9 is finite, and we have {s E Y: $(s) < 0} G 6. Now, 
by Corollary 3 of [S], there is a linear functional T: Y -+ R such that 
TQ $. Finally, (I) now follows from Theorem 1. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In the first part of this section, we show how some well-known sandwich 
theorems can be derived easily from Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 2. Let 9 be a set system and y, p: 9 + R* he set functions. I f  
y.=j? and p*(s)<co for all SEC?&, then the equivalent conditions 
(I), . . . . (VII) of Theorem 2 hold. 
Proof By Remark 3, we have q*(s) < p*(s) for all SE sO. According to 
Remark 2, p* is subadditive and q* is superadditive. Again, Theorem 1 can 
be applied, and we obtain an additive functional cp: 9Y0 + [w such that 
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q* < cp < p*. cp must be real-valued because p* is real-valued. Thus (V) 
holds. 
Remark 5. If y .= fi, then, of course, with the aid of Remark 3 and 
Theorem 1 one can always find an additive function cp: 9, + [w* such that 
q* < q < p*. The problem is that, in general, cp need not be real-valued, 
even if q* is real-valued (see Example 1). 
THEOREM 4. Let 9 be a set system and let y, /I: 9 -+ R* be set functions 
such that %(dom 0) n B =dom 0. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(I) There is a charge ,u: 2R + lR* such that y < ,u 19 Q fl. 
(II) y .=fl. 
Proof: (I) * (II): Remark 4. 
(II) Z- (I): Because of x(dom /I) n 9 s dom fl, we have p*(s) < co for 
all s E %. Part (I) now follows from Lemma 2. 
COROLLARY 1 [6, Corollary 51. A set functiort p: 9 + R* is a 
precharge iff p .= p and x(dom p) n 9 = dom p. 
Proof. Apply Remark 4 and Theorem 4 with y = /? = ~1. 
COROLLARY 2 [6, Theorem 33. Let 9 be a set system and y, /?: 9 -+ R 
be real-valued set functions. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(I) There is a real-valued charge p: 2R + R such that y d p ( 9 B j. 
(II) y.=/l. 
ProoJ (I) z= (II) is clear by Remark 4. 
(II)* (I): By Theorem 4, there is a charge ji: 2* -+ [w* such that 
y 6 p 19 < ,!?. Theorem 2(11) now gives the existence of a linear functional 
T: Y + Iw such that, for X~g=dom fl= x(dom /?)nP, we have 
y(X) Q T( 1,) 6 b(X). If we extend T to a linear functional T: [w” -+ [w and 
set p(X) = T( 1 x) for all XE Q, p is the desired charge. 
COROLLARY 3 [2, Theorem 3.2.5; 6, Corollary 41. A real-valued set 
function p: 3 + R on a set system 9 is a precharge ifJ p .= ,u. 
Up to here in this section, we have taken a look of some cases where y 
and /I fulfill additional requirements. We now study a few special cases of 
set systems 9. 
For a finite set 9, we have Theorem 3. 
The next theorem (which is also an easy consequence of [6, Theorems 1 
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and 5 J) shows that Theorem 2 can be simplified if :/p is a semiring. A .semi- 
ring is a set system :Y such that A, BE .f implies A n BE .d and A G B, 
A, BE 9, implies the existence of finitely many sets C, . . . . . C, E 9’ such that 
1,+c:=, lc,= 1,. 
THEOREM 5 [6]. Let ./p he a semiring and let 7, /I: g --f R* he set 
functions. Then (I) and (II) below are equizralent: 
(I) Thereisachargep:2R-+R*.~uchthaty<p~9’~~, 
(II) y.=fi. 
Proof: In view of Remark 4, we must prove only (II) =P. (I). Let 
A E X( dom 8) n 9. Then we have 1 A 6 C;=, 1 Bj for some B, , . . . . B, E dom a, 
and since 9 is a semiring we can find finitely many sets C, , . . . . Ck E P such 
that 1, + xii= I 1 c, = Cl= 1 1 B, (see the proof of [6, Remark 31). For any 
additive function cp: 3, + Iw* with q* <q <p* (the existence of such a 
function is guaranteed by Remark 5), we have now 
thus cp( 1 A) < co for all A E X’(dom 8) n 9, and the additivity of cp implies 
q(s) < GO for all SE 9”. An application of Theorem 2 yields (I). 
As for lattices, we have already seen in Example 1 that, in general, 
conditions (I) and (II) of Theorem 5 are not equivalent, which was shown 
before by Kindler [6, Example 8(c)]. 
We close this section with a “generalized core theorem”. 
THEOREM 6 [3,6]. Let 9 be a set system, 0 E S? G 9 a subsystem of 
9, and y: 9 -+ R* a set function. Consider the following conditions: 
(I) There is a charge p: 2* + R* such that y(X) <p(X) for all XE 9’ 
and y(X) = p(X) .for all XE 9. 
(11) c:=, l.,=C:“=, 1, with A, ~9, B/E 9 implies C:‘=, y(Ai) < 
IX,“=, vfB,b 
(III) XEA,U ..’ uA, with XEB and A,E.Yndomy for all 
i= 1, . . . . n implies v(X) < 00. 
If 9 is finite, then (I) holds if and only if both (II) and (III) hold. Zf 9’ is 
a semiring, then (I) holds if and only if (II) holds. 
Prooj Define fi: 9 -+ lR* by 
for XE9 
otherwise. 
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Obviously, (I) holds iff (IV) below holds: 
(IV) .There is a charge p: 2R -+ II%* such that y d p 19 < p. 
We have y . = fl iff (II) holds and X(dom /I) n 9’ G dom y iff (III) holds. So 
Theorem 3, or Theorem 5, respectively, proves the assertion. 
COROLLARY 4. Let Q ~9, where 9 E 2R is a finite set system or a 
semialgebra. (A semialgebra is defined to be a semiring containing Q.) 
Furthermore, let y: .?? + R! be a real-valued set function. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(I) There is a charge p: 2R -+ R such that y(X)<p(X) for all XEY 
and y(Q) = p(Q). 
(II) ~~‘=, l,, = kl, with Aie 9, k E N implies xy=, y(Ai) < ky(Q). 
Proof: Apply Theorem 6 with Y = { @, Q}. 
For finite 9 and real-valued y, Theorem 6 is [3, Corollary 31, where the 
duality theorem of linear optimization is used in the proof. 
Corollary 4 is a generalization of what is known in game theory as “a 
game has a nonempty core iff it is balanced.” Several other well-known 
core-theorems (e.g., [S, Example 5 ff.]) are special cases of our Theorem 6 
as well. 
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